
Quote of the Week:  -“Sometimes you just need to disconnect and enjoy 
    your own company.”  Unknown 

	  
	 The advancement of technology helps us create new horizons, new 
avenues and new possibilities.  It can make our lives simpler and less hectic.  It 
can also bring excitement and energy to our daily routines, which helps us break 
through some of the monotonous times.  However, technology can also rob us of 
some wonderful experiences and memories.  With my letter today, I have an 
article from Reader’s Digest.  I encourage you to read the article.  It highlights 
one way technology robs us of memories of our life.  It made me think about 
technology and see that just because it makes things easier that doesn’t mean it 
makes things better.  Don’t get me wrong, I like a lot of the new technology that 
has come about over the past ten years or more.  It just seems that some of these 
new things don’t allow us to experience the joys of yesterday or the memory 
making activities of today.  You see a lot of people feverishly working to take lots 
of pictures or videos of their child(ren) as they grow or compete.  But, as people 
are busy thinking about how to get the right picture/video, they are really 
missing the event.  When I am old, I want to have the mental memory of seeing 
my girls do great things or not so great things.  The picture or video I may have 
taken of them doing those things would be long gone and I wouldn’t have the 
mental memory because I wasn’t truly watching.  Being in the moment and truly 
present to the experiences of my children/family is irreplaceable.  So, while 
technology is needed in today’s world, there are still times that it might be best 
to put it aside and use our God given technology to record the story of our life. 

     Thank you to our Holy Rosary community that came together to support our 
Memphis Runs for Autism 5K.  It was our biggest turnout since it started.  We 
appreciate those who volunteered, ran, cheered, sponsored or prayed for 
success.  Due to everyone’s efforts it was very successful.  A special thank you to 
Courtney Davis and Denise Mangiante for leading this effort.  Their hard work 
definitely paid off and gave a fitting tribute to who this race is in honor of, Cathy 
Pinter. 

	 	 	 	 	 Have a great week! 

	 	 	 	 	 	  
	 	 	 	 	 	 Darren Mullis 
	 	 	 	 	 	 Principal
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Important Dates 

September 4 - Labor Day - 
No School!

In this week’s newsletter: 

HRS Spirit Shirts

Men’s Club Butt Sale 

Dance at HRS!

Holy Rosary Karate

Box Tops - New, easier instructions!

Cocktails and Conversations!

Rainbow sign up.

.

Holy Rosary 
Notes & Quotes 



 

 

Last Call 
for 

T-shirts and Butts 
See Flyers in  this newsletter. 

  

  
  
  
  
  
 

Wednesday News 

Medicine Reminder 

 We can’t give any  
 medicine to a child  

 without a doctors note. 
  

This does include cough drops.      Please note: 

The back access of the parking lot is 
not to be used as an entrance during 
drop off or dismissal times.   We have 
already had one very close call in the 
morning.   

The teachers are the only people who should be 
coming in that way in the morning , as this is a 

teachers entrance.







Last week to order!!

Get them now!!



 




















